Abstract-In high-speed wavelength-division-multiplexed synchronous optical network (SONET) ring networks, the terminal equipment costs associated with electronic multiplexing can be predominantly high. Placing a wavelength add-drop multiplexer (WADM) at each network node allows certain wavelengths to optically bypass the node without being electronically terminated. This approach can effectively reduce the total equipment cost if connections and channels are appropriately assigned in traffic grooming. In this paper, we present a series of wavelength optimization and wavelength assignment algorithms with the objective to optimize the number of required SONET add-drop multiplexers and yet minimizes the number of wavelengths in both unidirectional and bidirectional rings under an arbitrary grooming factor. In our analysis, we have considered both uniform and general nonuniform all-to-all network traffic. As a simple model for realistic traffic patterns, a special case of nonuniform traffic, distance-dependent traffic, is analyzed in detail. Significant ADM savings are observed for different traffic scenarios using our proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
EPLOYMENT of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology on synchronous optical network (SONET) rings provides a large capacity and high degree of service availability. It reduces the number of required fiber and allows for more graceful upgrades. In a high-speed WDM SONET ring, a large number of SONET add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) are used at each network node to perform the traffic grooming function. More specifically, an ADM is used to multiplex lower rate data streams onto a higher rate stream, and demultiplex a higher rate stream to multiple lower rate ones on its assigned wavelength. However, as the number of wavelengths increases in the ring (e.g., ), the associated terminal equipment costs (especially those of SONET ADMs) dominate over the costs of fiber. A solution to save ADMs in a SONET/WDM ring is to use a wavelength add-drop multiplexer (WADM) to selectively add or drop wavelengths at each node [1] . Thus, if a wavelength does not carry any traffic to or from a particular node, the WADM allows that wavelength to optically bypass the node without being terminated electronically on a SONET ADM. Most previous work in this area has focused on the virtual topology design and wavelength assignment algorithms for which, in certain circumstances, a general solution can be derived. Simmons et al. [2] , [3] quantified the maximum terminal equipment savings attainable using both an enumerative manual construction methodology and a "supernode" approximation technique specially for uniform and distance-dependent traffic in bidirectional rings. Chiu and Modiano [4] considered a few special cases for traffic grooming in unidirectional SONET/WDM rings. However, recently, Zhang and Qiao [5] explored the use of computing methods to obtain the lower bounds of the required wavelengths and SONET ADMs in bidirectional SONET/WDM rings.
In this paper, we have considered cost-effective design techniques in both unidirectional and bidirectional SONET/WDM rings to support a given all-to-all traffic pattern under an arbitrary traffic grooming factor . Two algorithms, namely, full circle construction algorithm (FCCA) and partial circle construction algorithm (PCCA), are proposed and implemented to minimize the number of required wavelengths with uniform and nonuniform traffic. To optimize the required SONET ADMs in total, we have also proposed a generic wavelength assignment algorithm. It is shown that this algorithm can effectively produce an optimum or near-optimum solution for an arbitrary traffic, using the circle matrices constructed by FCCA and PCCA (see Algorithm I) as inputs. Thus, although the number of wavelengths and the number of SONET ADMs may not be minimized simultaneously [6] , a design with the minimum and an optimized is guaranteed by the wavelength assignment algorithm. Qualitative results on the percentage of ADM savings are calculated for different traffic patterns. To account for more realistic traffic scenarios, we have also analyzed linear first-order distance-dependent traffic in addition to evenly distributed nonuniform traffic.
II. CIRCLE CONSTRUCTION THEORY
The problem of minimizing the number of wavelengths in a ring can be perfectly modeled by constructing the minimum number of circles. Each circle has the appropriate number of drops and one complete circle represents a channel. If the total 0733-8724/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE number of circles (or channels) needed to carry all-to-all traffic is , the number of wavelengths required is simply . In the following discussions, we examine circle construction techniques in unidirectional and bidirectional rings of arbitrary size with uniform traffic. In Section III, we analyze how these techniques can be applied in FCCA to minimize with arbitrary nonuniform traffic. For better illustration, we number the nodes in a SONET/WDM ring from one to . All-to-all traffic implies a total of 1 connections (half of these are in clockwise direction and the other half are in counterclockwise direction) on the fiber. Each of these connections may carry a wavelength or subwavelength of traffic between a single source-destination pair. A few connections form a channel, which carries 1 of the total bandwidth provided by a wavelength. In unidirectional rings with uniform traffic, a total of ( 1)/2 circles are needed. Two connections sharing the same end nodes are combined to form a full circle, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In bidirectional rings, we assume the traffic is always routed over the shortest path. More specifically, traffic is carried to, at most, ( 1)/2 (when is odd) and 2 (when is even) hops away in either direction. Altogether, there are ( 1)/2 connections in each direction. The required number of circles [7] and the average number of drops per circle can be expressed as (1) and (2), respectively.
for odd for even (1) for odd for even. As (2) indicates, in both cases, and approaches four as the number of nodes increases. In fact, for an arbitrary value of , we are able to construct circles with, at most, four drops to support all-to-all uniform traffic. For example, for odd, we have (3) This means that we can always construct ( 1)/2 three-drop circles and 1 3 8 four-drop circles to connect every single source-destination pair in a given direction. Similar results hold when is even (i.e., or 4 2 for some integer ). In this case, we need to form four-drop and two-drop full circles. Zhang and Qiao [8] proposed two circleconstruction methods for a bidirectional ring, namely, complementary assembling with dual strides (CADS) and complementary assembling with triadic strides (CATS). As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (c), CADS combines either two or four connections, whereas CATS combines either three or four connections to form full circles. A two-drop circle shown in Fig. 1(b) is actually a special case of a four-drop circle with two drops overlapping with the other two (i.e., when ). Similarly, a three-drop circle [see Fig. 1(c) ] occurs when the fourth drop overlaps with the first one (i.e., when ). The solid lines and dotted lines show the circles constructed in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions, respectively. Note that even if the combination of four-drop and three-drop (or two-drop) circles is fixed, a potentially large number of actual circle patterns with that combination exist due to the symmetry in the ring. To be consistent in our following discussions, we only illustrate using the circles generated by CATS (for odd) and by CADS (for even).
Figs. 2 and 3 show the circles constructed using CADS (for ) and CATS (for ), respectively. The end nodes in two-drop and three-drop circles are denoted by squares in these diagrams, whereas those in four-drop circles are indicated by solid circles. Note that a two-drop circle may be considered shared in both directions because, when is even, the distances of the two paths in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions are the same. Theoretically, the traffic may be routed in either direction from the source to the destination, which is ex- actly half the ring apart. To avoid this ambiguity, it is required to distribute half of the two-drop circles to each direction (when ). However, when , one direction will end up with one more circle than the other direction, as the total number of circles in both directions (i.e., 4) is odd. The authors have done further work on circle construction in [9] - [10] .
III. ALGORITHMS FOR MINIMIZING WAVELENGTHS
As discussed in Section II, the job of minimizing wavelengths for uniform traffic has already been accomplished after the connections in the ring are joined to form full circles. In this section, we proposed two algorithms to minimize the total number of wavelengths for nonuniform traffic, in which the units of traffic between different source-destination pair are generally different. The simulation program implemented from these two algorithms can automatically process an arbitrary nonuniform traffic pattern and calculate the cost-effective circle construction design of a SONET/WDM ring using the minimum wavelengths. The core of the program algorithm is outlined in Algorithm I in pseudocodes. The idea here is to divide circle constructions into two stages, each governed by one algorithm. In stage one, we use FCCA to form as many full circles as possible using the set of circle patterns created by the circle construction techniques. Then, PCCA is used to distribute the remaining connections into a minimum number of circles . Consequently, the minimum number of total circles is formed to support the given traffic pattern. That is, a minimum of wavelengths is required in the SONET/WDM ring for the given nonuniform traffic. A similar idea was previously suggested in [5] to divide the circle construction into two stages. However, the algorithms used at the two stages are generally different from FCCA and PCCA.
To facilitate computer processing, we first transform a given nonuniform traffic pattern into its matrix form , The el- in the matrix is the traffic unit(s) from the source node to the destination node, which is hops away along the designated path (i.e., the shortest path in bidirectional rings). In this representation, a unidirectional ring has a traffic matrix of dimension ( 1). The dimension of the traffic matrix of a bidirectional ring with an odd number of nodes is ( 1)/2, while in the case of even, it is 2. For example, when , the linear first-order distance-dependent traffic curve shown in Fig. 4 is uniquely represented by a 5 2 matrix, in which and . Also, we need to translate the circles generated by the circle construction techniques into proper matrix form. In this case, if a circle contains a connection from node to node , there is a 1 on row and column in its circle matrix (i.e., ). In other words, the circle matrices based on CATS have exactly three or four ones and all the rest of the matrix elements are zero. Since each individual connection is grouped into a unique circle during circle construction, none of the circle matrices contains nonzero elements in the same position of the matrix.
The FCCA aims to construct as many full circles as possible by subsequent matrix subtractions. The traffic matrix is subtracted by each individually circle matrix until one or more common elements of them in the traffic matrix drop to zero. Since none of the circle matrices contains overlapping elements, the sequence of matrix subtraction does not matter. After each successful subtraction, a full circle is formed according to the pattern indicated by the corresponding circle matrix. Then we use PCCA to process the remaining traffic matrix . The goal of PCCA is to form the minimum number of full or partial circles from by considering the connections with longer stride first. A connection is fitted into an existing circle as long as it does not overlap with any of the existing connections in that circle. In other words, a new circle is created for a connection only if there is no vacancy in any existing circles. Let us see this whole process from a simple example. Suppose the given traffic matrix for a five-node ring is . After subtracting the three circle matrix , , and (as shown by circle 1-3 in Fig. 5 ) from , four full circles are formed. The remaining matrix is then processed by the subroutine based on PCCA. Another two circles are formed 
IV. LOWER BOUND OF SONET ADMS WITH UNIFORM TRAFFIC
If each node in the SONET/WDM ring transmits a full wavelength of traffic to each other node (i.e., ), the circle construction techniques ensure that the minimum number of SONET ADMs is used. In unidirectional rings, this minimum value equals the total number of connections [i.e., ), (or less if necessary) channels are multiplexed onto the same wavelength. An ADM is required at a node for a particular wavelength if any of the channels comprising that wavelength adds or drops traffic at that node. In this section, we present the techniques for computing the lower bound of ADMs in a SONET/WDM ring with uniform traffic. When circles are assigned to the same wavelength, say, , the total number of ADMs on this wavelength equals the total number of end nodes (overlapping nodes are counted once only) on these circles. In unidirectional rings with uniform traffic, the maximum number of full circles that can be constructed from these nodes is ( 1)/2 or ( 2). That is,
. For the to be minimum, it should also satisfy . Thus, a unique minima can be determined from (4) for unidirectional rings. Minimum numbers of SONET ADMs for some common grooming factors are listed in Table I (4) Similarly, for bidirectional rings, is minimum if it is the smallest even or odd number that satisfies (5), where is defined in (1). Table I shows some of the results obtained from (4) and (5), respectively (5) Zhang and Qiao [5] proposed an iteration procedure to calculate the lower bound of SONET ADMs in bidirectional rings for uniform traffic. Without loss of generality, it assumes that the number of channels in a wavelength satisfies . Using two relationships, and , mathematically we can greatly reduce the search space to obtain a set of optimal solution that gives the smallest value (i.e., ). This lower bound provides a rough approximation of the minimum number of ADMs required for the uniform traffic. However, since it does not consider how connections are distributed among different channels, generally this lower bound cannot be achieved except for a few very special cases, for example, when each connection carries exactly a full wavelength of traffic, i.e., .
V. WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
For nonuniform traffic, the approximations of the lower bound on SONET ADMs are generally too loose to be meaningful, even using the iteration method mentioned in Section IV. In this section, we present a wavelength assignment algorithm to optimize the number of ADMs for both unidirectional and bidirectional rings of arbitrary size after the connections have been assigned to different channels. The wavelength assignment algorithm is described in Algorithm II in the form of pseudocodes. To maximize the number of overlapping end nodes in each wavelength, we consider the available circle with the maximum number of end nodes first. Subsequently, ( 1) circles are chosen out of the remaining circles. In each round of this iteration process, we always select the circle that has the maximum number of overlapping end nodes with all the circles already assigned on the current wavelength. Here we attempt to distribute all the circles as evenly as possible among the wavelengths. That is, when there are circles left to be assigned to wavelengths, then we assign circles to the current wavelength . Here it is interesting to review some wavelength assignment algorithms proposed in the existing literature in comparison with the one we present. In [3] , a "supernode" construction technique was introduced where a set of neighboring nodes are grouped together and considered as one supernode. The supernode size was carefully derived such that each supernode sends an integral number of wavelengths of traffic to every other supernode. In this brilliant approach, a traffic grooming problem is effectively transformed into the case where no grooming is actually involved, i.e., . This method is effective to provide quick approximation for the total SONET ADMs required. However, since the selection of supernode mainly depends on the characteristic of the traffic pattern, it is potentially only valuable to the cases where the traffic pattern is first-order linear. In [4] , Chiu and Modiano specially studied the traffic grooming in unidirectional rings. They proposed a few heuristic algorithms for uniform and distance-dependent traffic, respectively, without proving the effectiveness of their approach with generalized traffic patterns. Zhang and Qiao [5] presented encouraging results based on their proposed algorithm. While other papers generally assume that the minimum number of wavelengths are used when considering traffic grooming, their iterative approach starts right from minimizing the number of wavelengths, making use of the analogy of circle grooming and wavelength assignment. Our proposed algorithm incorporates fully matrix-based operation into traffic routing and wavelength assignment. In general, this algorithm is independent of the circle construction algorithm used to assign the connections, and it can be applied to both uniform and an arbitrary nonuniform traffic. In our simulations, we used the circle patterns generated by Algorithm I as inputs. For uniform traffic, as will be shown later, the results obtained from this algorithm are close to the lower bound of ADMs computed by the iteration method under different traffic grooming factors.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on the algorithms presented in previous sections, we would be able to compute the minimum number of wavelengths and an optimal number of SONET ADMs for any arbitrary traffic pattern in both unidirectional and bidirectional rings. In this section, we present numerical results for , , and the fractional SONET ADM savings for uniform traffic and nonuniform traffic. Two forms of nonuniform traffic are specially considered due to their simplicity and reasonable depiction of reality. The evenly distributed nonuniform traffic assumes the traffic units between two nodes are evenly distributed between one and the maximum limit with the mean value , as specified. It provides insightful results in a statistical sense. Two values of ( and ) were chosen due to their generality and the conventions in traffic multiplexing. To account for more realistic traffic scenario, we choose the first-order linear distance-dependent traffic (as depicted in Fig. 4) , since historically nodes that are closer in distance exchange more traffic. We also take note that the SONET standard has only 4-bit field to represent the identity of each network node; thus the size of the ring is limited to less than 16 nodes. In the following analysis, we have considered the size of the ring between five to 15 nodes, which roughly covers the range of practical interest. Fig. 6 shows the minimum number of wavelengths required in unidirectional [ Fig. 6(a) ] and bidirectional [ Fig. 6(b) ] rings when each connection carries a full wavelength of traffic . The distance-dependent traffic requires around six times the wavelengths in a unidirectional ring than what is needed in one direction on a bidirectional ring. This suggests that bidirectional rings would be generally more economical for localized traffic in terms of fiber costs, since traffic is always routed over the shortest path to the destination. Fig. 7 compares the numbers of ADMs obtained from our wavelength assignment algorithm with their corresponding lower bounds for uniform traffic. In most cases, the wavelength assignment algorithm gives optimum and near-optimum solutions, as shown by the small deviations between the optimized values and their lower bounds. The relatively large difference in bidirectional rings suggests that the lower bound computed in this case may not be tight enough. This is because the iteration method proposed in [5] did not consider the actual number of drops on each circle in wavelength assignment. However, generally a union of circles with different number of drops does not yield the minimum number of drops in total. For example, as listed in Table I , a union of two circles gives a minimum of five drops in bidirectional rings with an odd number of nodes. This is only true if both circles do not have four drops. Actually, a union of two circles with four drops each yields at least six drops in total. Since the circles constructed in unidirectional rings with uniform traffic all have two drops, the lower bounds computed are much tighter than those in bidirectional rings. Table II summaries the minimum numbers of drops produced by a union of circles in bidirectional rings. Some combinations are not listed because the ratio of total number of four-drop circles to three-or two-drop circles increases as increases. Thus, some combinations never occur practically.
The number of required ADMs for evenly distributed nonuniform traffic under different grooming factors is plotted in Fig. 8(a) and (b) for unidirectional and bidirectional rings, respectively. Similar to the case of uniform traffic (refer to Fig. 7) , increases quickly as both the number of nodes and the internode traffic increases. It is interesting to take note that under the same grooming factor, the values in Fig. 8 are generally lower than times of the values in Fig. 7 under uniform traffic. This suggests that although nonuniform traffic does not utilize wavelengths as efficiently as uniform traffic, it does not necessarily require more ADMs than uniform traffic when carrying the same aggregate traffic units on the ring. Fig. 9 specially plots for distance-dependent traffic. For a grooming factor of two, reaches 900 in a unidirectional ring with 15 nodes. This means that unidirectional rings is not an economical approach in terms of terminal equipments costs when the internode demand increases. Thus, the lower initial costs on fibers will likely be offset by the increasingly higher equipment costs in successive upgrades. In the long run, bidirectional ring implementations are more suitable on SONET/WDM rings. Using the data shown above, one can calculate qualitative results on the fractional ADM savings gained by the use of WADM. Compared to the case where traffic is terminated electronically at every node, the ADM saving ratio is (1 ) . Figs. 10 and 11 show this saving ratio for uniform and distance-dependent traffic, respectively. The savings are seen to rise steadily as both the number of nodes and the internode demand increase in general. Wavelength add-drop by WADM gives significant equipment savings when the internode traffic exceeds about one-quarter of a full wavelength . Indeed, the saturation of these curves suggests that at such high traffic levels, there is little incentive, from the point of view of equipment savings, to extend the SONET ring beyond 16 nodes. However, for internode demand below one-quarter of a wavelength , only modest savings are observed. Moreover, savings on unidirectional rings are seen to be higher than those in bidirectional rings in general. This is expected because traffic in bidirectional rings is routed over the shortest path, which results in less through-traffic. Comparing the savings with uniform traffic and distance-dependent traffic, one can find that at high traffic levels, greater savings are obtained with uniform traffic. This is mainly because distance-dependent traffic has a large proportion of connections that are close in distance, which gives less chance for traffic to optically bypass the nodes. The differences are smaller for finer granularity traffic (i.e., lager ), since more connections need to be assigned to the same wavelength, so that it is less likely that a wavelength can bypass a node in either traffic scenario. It is worth noting, as both Figs. 10 and 11 indicate, that when the internode traffic demand increases (i.e., decreases), the value of optical bypass through the use of WADM will increase accordingly. This is expected to occur swiftly in the public network.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a series of wavelength optimization and wavelength assignment algorithms to minimize the design costs in both unidirectional and bidirectional SONET/WDM ring networks. The proposed algorithms effectively produce optimum or near-optimum design solutions in terms of costs on fibers and the electronic multiplexing equipment, which normally compose a large portion of total system costs. Based on the results obtained from these algorithms, we are also able to make some insightful observations. For example, when the internode traffic demand increases, equipment savings through the use of WADM will be more significant. Also, bidirectional rings will gain more competitive advantage due to increasingly higher equipment costs in successive upgrades incurred in unidirectional rings. Step 1: Has the number of circles on the current wavelength reached ? If yes, is completed and start to consider the next wavelength . If not, go to step 2.
Step 2:
Is this the first circle on the current wavelength ? If yes, select the circle with the maximum number of drops among all the unassigned circles and assign it to . If not, go to step 3.
Step 3:
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